
REMARKS
Claims 1-17 has been amc^ied. Claim 19 has been canceled. A new claim 19 has been added
The Examiner objected to the infonnation disclosure, because .he reference fa is improper The

reference lis. has now been tmnsferred .o an Infonnation Disclosure S.a.emen. fona ,t is b^feved
that the Infonnation Disclosure Statement is now proper.

The Examiner objected to claims 5 and claim 14. Claim 5 is missing in the original application.
The clauns have now b«en renumbered to avoid the missing number. The Examiner objected ,„ the
a«.nym "CLESS" in claim ,4. The acronym has been speUed out as "constrained Least Square
Solver" as suggested by the Examiner.

The Examiner rejected claims 12-13 under 35 U.S.C. 112 as being indefmite, citing that "the
group" lacks an antecedence basis. These claims are Markush claims. The use of "the group" is a— practice. Please withd^w this rejection. If the Ex^iner feeU that the word "the" should be
replaced with "a", please do so.

The Examiner rejected claims 1-14 and 19 under 35 USC 101. citing that "the cUimed invention is
directed to non-statutoiy matter" to reciting a method according to mathematic algorithm. The
clauns have been amended to claim specified apparatus. adaBlivUmearsysIen, It is beUeved that
the claims are no longer directed to non-statuary subject matter.

The Examiner rejected claims 1-4, 6. 9-10, 11-12. 14 and 19 under 35 U.S.C 102(b) as being
anttcpated by Martin et al. Martin uses one BOT and one teal subspace estimator to implement a
complex subspace estimator. Our invention uses one BOT. lW2ia!llES§.and one IBOT to
.mplen^m a complex LESS. Thus, by limiting claim I to comprise Jw.,^lLESS, , ^ Relieved that
claim IS no longer anticipated. Since 2-4 6 11-12 14anHlo„.j j>.c-:t,D,ii iAI4andl9aredependentclaimofclaimI

it
follows that these dependent claims are also no longer anticipated by Martin

The Examiner rejected claims T-Sand 15-18 under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as betag obvious over Martin
e. al. Tl^se claims are dependent on claiml. Since claim I has b^n amended to be difierent from
Martin as explained in the foregoing paragraph, it foUows that claim I and its dependent claims 7-8
and 1 5-1 8 are no longer obvious over Martia

In view ofthe above, it is submi.,cd that claims 1-19, as amended, are b condition for allowance
Reexamination ofthe objections and rejections is requested. Allowance ofclaims 1-19 at an early

'

date is solicited.

Enclosed please find $210 for two-month time extension.
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Respectfully submitted,

Hung Chang LIN, Patent Agent, Registration No.28789

8 Schindler Court, Silver Spring MD 20903

Telephone: 301-434-3571
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